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TRIBIKE E Plus (Hybrid)

All models are customisable and configurable with 
a wide range of accessories and options.

MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE ON OUR 
WEBSITE WWW.TRIRIDEITALIA.COM

Medical Devices registered of the Health Ministry
TUV Certification No. 15-PEL-0010022-TIC

MODEL SPECIFIC FEATURES
・ Pedaling assistance 
・ Transport weight1

・ Gear
・ Wheel size
・ Lithium-ion battery
・ Range2

・ Tyre
・ Pedal assisted sensor 
・ LCD “USB 07” Display with 5 selectable power levels
・Pedal start/up electric assistance control 
・ Control panel with reverse gear and cruise control 
・ Electronic regenerative brake + IBS System
・ ICC (Intelligent Cruise Control)
・ Bluetooth System (optional)

GENERAL FEATURES
・ Adjustable and customisable pedaling position
・ Steel / Stainless Steel frame
・ Customisable electronics by Triride
・ Double brake (Disc brake + V brake) + Cut Off
・ Double wall aluminum rim 
・ TÜV and CE certification
・ Customisable frame colour or pattern

1 Weight refers to device excluding battery and arms for wheelchair connection.
2 Range refers to device with 36 V 14 Ah or 48 V 10,5 Ah battery on a flat route with pedal 
assistance (level 1) and user weight of 70 kg. Range depends on: user weight, road condition, 
general state of the wheelchair and tires, condition of the battery, speed and pedaling effort.

3 USB port, to recharge devices such as smartphones or tablets, is available depending on 
the chosen battery or display.

Triride srl reserves the right to modify the models with updates and innovations and 
therefore the images may differ from the final product sold.

3

mod.

Hybrid
from 12,5 Kg
7 speed
16” or 20“
36 V or 48 V
up to 100 Km
City or Cross
PAS (with ON-OFF)

Inspired and built on sport handbike technology, this 
model offers excellent handling and surprising smo-
othness. Compact and light, it is ideal both for those 
who want to train and for those who want to tackle 
cycle paths in complete autonomy. 


